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1 Introduction  

1.1 Scope and purpose 

IBM Engineering Lifecycle Optimization - Method Composer (MEC), previously known as 
Rational Method Composer (RMC), is an Eclipse-based tool for authoring Methods. For more 
information about MEC, see IBM Marketplace. 

DOORS Next is a web-based tool for authoring requirements. 

This user guide describes how to combine the best of both applications and use the DOORS 
Next web interface to author methods. The steps in this guide are elaborated by providing 
links to the IBM Knowledge Center (online help for the respective products). 

 Note 

The term element is used in place of requirements artifact to avoid confusion with the 
term artifact that is used in MEC as a subtype of work product. 

 

1.2 Audience 

Method Authors using only DOORS Next can read section 3, Author Method Elements with 
DOORS Next. The rest of the guide deals with setup, import and export, and troubleshooting 
issues that are generally handled by a specialist with expertise in both MEC and DOORS 
Next. 

1.3 Benefits of DOORS Next for Method Authoring 

You can use the Eclipse based MEC for tailoring and authoring methods. However, using 
DOORS Next in tandem with MEC has the following advantages: 

1. Simple, web-based user interface 

Part-time authors can use their web browsers to access DOORS Next without 
installing an Eclipse based rich client. This is beneficial to subject matter experts 
who are not trained in Method Composer.  

https://www.ibm.com/us-en/marketplace/rational-method-composer
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Figure 1: DOORS Next interface 

 

2. Drag and drop linking 

DOORS Next allows you to add links by using the drag and drop feature. For 
example, create a view of roles and a view of tasks, and drag and drop between the 
views to add performing roles.  

 

 

Figure 2: Drag and drop linking 
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3. Collaboration features 

You can use the following collaboration features: 

a. Commenting 

b. Reviews  

 

                                  Figure 3: Reviews in DOORS Next 

 

4. Diagrams 

DOORS Next includes powerful diagram features such as, flowcharts, state charts, 
and Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) diagrams.  

 

 

 

 

5. Revision or Audit history 

You can compare revisions with baselined content to see the differences. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Diagramming 

 

Figure 4: Diagrams 
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Figure 5: DOORS Next – View changes 

You can baseline the IBM provided library, and then directly edit the content, and 

see how your version compares with the original provided by IBM.  

 

6. Custom views 

You can create custom views to easily navigate the method content. For example, 

you can create a view that shows work products and the tasks they are output from. 

 

Figure 6: Work products and tasks they are output from 

 

7. Reporting and dashboards 

You can use Jazz Reporting Service to create useful reports, such as roles that don’t 
perform any tasks, and put those reports on dashboards. The BIRT reporting feature 
of the MEC Eclipse client has similar capability, but Jazz Reporting Service is easier 
to use. 
 

8. Tailoring 

Using the MEC Eclipse client, you can tailor a method by creating variability elements 
that add or replace relationships and text. These variability elements are applied at 
the time of publishing method content. 

By using DOORS Next with configuration management enabled project areas, you 
can edit the method directly. Your changes are captured in change sets. 
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Figure 7: Tailoring in MEC vs DOORS Next 

 

1.4 Authoring process overview 

The process for authoring methods is as follows: 

1. Prepare a DOORS Next project area 

2. Author method elements with DOORS Next 

3. Export to MEC 

4. Complete authoring in MEC 

For this first release, DOORS Next method authoring is supported for English language only.
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2 Preparing a DOORS Next project area 
The basic steps are to create a new project area by using the MEC project template, and then 

either author, or import existing method content from MEC. The steps are as follows: 

2.1 Create a project area 

Create a Method Authoring project area as follows: 

a. Launch the Application Administration page for IBM Engineering Requirement 
Management DOORS Next (DOORS Next) in your browser: 
https://<host>:<port>/rm/admin.  

b. Click the Project Areas > Create > Project Area link in the menu bar.  
c. In the New Project window: 

i. Enter a project name, such as Method Authoring. 
ii. Add a description (optional). 

d. Select an appropriate process template.  For example, if tailoring Automotive 
Compliance processes, select the Automotive Compliance process template. 
Otherwise, select the “Requirements Management application template”. 

e. Click Save.  
f. A new project is created, and the Application Administration page opens. 
g. Add the current user as a member of the project with the roles “Process 

Administrator” and “Configuration Lead”. 

2.2 Apply the latest MEC project template 

Download the latest MEC project template and latest version of this users guide. Follow 

these instructions to load the latest MEC project template in DOORS Next. 

This latest template is needed if you wish to author work breakdown structures using 

DOORS Next.  

a. Click on Explore Project link on the top right corner to navigate to the project area. 

 

b.  When the Project Setup popup window appears, click Close button. 

https://jazz.net/library/article/94187
https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/en/SSYMRC_7.0.0/com.ibm.rational.rrm.help.doc/topics/t_manage_project_templates.html
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c. Select Manage Project Properties from the Administration ( ) drop-down list in the 
top right corner.  

d. Select the Templates tab.  
e. In the Templates selection box in the left pane, select Project Templates. 
f. Click the Upload Template… link in the top right corner.  
g. Browse to the location <unzip location> MEC Project Template<version>.archive   
h. Choose that template file to import it into your Project Templates list.  
i. Click Upload button. 
j. Click Close button. 
k. You should see the template you choose to apply: MEC Project Template <version> 

in the list of available project templates. 

l. Select Apply Template from the Administration ( ) drop-down list in the top right 
corner.  

m. Select the MEC Project Template. 
n. Click Finish. 

2.3 (Recommended ) Additional Customizations 

You can customize the DOORS Next authoring environment by completing these steps: 

2.3.1 Enable configuration management 

Configuration management allows you to create variant streams of processes.  

Configuration management must first be enabled on the server by your administrator.  Then 

you can enable it for your project area as follows: 

a. Go to the RM administration page: https://<host>:<port>/rm/admin  
b. Click the Project Areas > Active Project Areas link in the menu bar.  
c. Click to Project Area Method Authoring 
d. Click on Configuration Management section in the left navigation pane. 
e. Enable Configuration Management: 

i. Click Enable Configuration Management button. 
ii. If the warning popup window appears, click OK. 

2.3.2 Configure the Method Authoring Initial Stream to require change sets 

a. Return to the Method Authoring Component. 
i. Go to https://<host>:<port>/rm/web  

ii. Click <Method Authoring project area> “Show Components” 

https://www.ibm.com/docs/en/elm/7.0.3?topic=SSYMRC_7.0.3/com.ibm.jazz.vvc.doc/topics/c_cm_considerations.html
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iii. Click the Method Authoring component. 

b. Select Manage Components and Configurations from the Administration ( ) drop-
down list in the top right corner.  

c. Click “<Method Authoring component> Initial Stream”. 
d. Click “Details” tab. 
e. Click to select “To edit this stream, changes must be made in a change set”. 

Optionally select “To deliver to this stream, change sets must be linked to an 
approved change request or work item” if you wish to track method changes to a 
work item in an Engineering Workflow Management project. 

2.3.3 Create an EWM project area for managing the method content 

An EWM Project area is recommended for two purposes: 

1. Configuration and change management of the library files that are authored with the 
MEC Eclipse client. 

2. For planning and tracking method authoring work. 

The steps to create this project area are: 

1. Go to the CCM administration page: https://<host>:<port>/ccm/admin  
2. Click Project Areas > Create > Project Area 
3. Name the project area “Method Authoring”. 
4. Select the Scrum process template.  (This template automatically creates an initial 

stream and default component which you can use for source control). 
5. Add Members and assign roles.  You will need at least one member with the Scrum 

Master role to complete later steps. 
6. Add an association to the DOORS Next project area. 

This allows you to associate Change Sets in the DOORS Next Method Authoring 
project area to work items in the EWM Method Authoring project area. 

a. Scroll down to the Associations section. 
b. Click Add. 

i. Application: /rm 
ii. Association: Provides – Requirements Change Requests 

iii. Artifact Containers: Method Authoring 
iv. Click OK. 

c. Click Save. 

2.3.4 Add dashboard widgets to detect invalid relationships 

DOORS Next link constraints ensure that there are valid links created between 

element types. For example, a work product element can refer to a guidance 

element, but it cannot refer to a resource. 

However, DOORS Next cannot check for invalid combinations of subtypes. For 

example, a work product of subtype artifact can refer to a guidance element of 

subtype template. But, a work product of subtype outcome cannot refer to a 

guidance element of subtype template. 

You can use the available reports to detect invalid link combinations that are not 
enforced by link constraints. You can add these reports as widgets on your DOORS 
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Next dashboard. For more information about downloading and importing the 
reports, see these instructions.  

2.3.5 Update the artifact templates 

Use the provided artifact templates for the following element types: 

• Custom category 

• Practice 

• Task 

• Role 

• Artifact 

• Checklist 

• Supporting material 

 

You can also add more artifact templates. If you don’t use certain rich text sections, 
remove those headings from the templates. 

 Note 

If you add headings of style HEADING 1 that are not recognized by MEC during 
import, the headings and following text are added into the main description in MEC.  

If you add headings of style HEADING 2 that are not recognized by MEC as steps in a 
task or check items in a checklist, then the imported HTML may be garbled.  See the 
troubleshooting section. 

 

Tip 

To see how rich text fields of an element type in MEC are represented by headers in 
DOORS Next, populate the rich text fields of an element in MEC. Then, import the 
element in DOORS Next. 

 

2.3.6 Add views 

One of the benefits of using DOORS Next is that you can view the method content in 
different ways to make it easier to navigate or to add links.  
 
Consider creating a DOORS Next view that includes just the top level view custom 
category that is your published web site table of contents.  You can then use the 
“Show links as tree view” to see that table of contents. 

https://jazz.net/library/article/94187
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Figure 8: A view of a custom category hierarchy 

 

 Note 

The order of elements in DOORS Next categories does not usually match the order 
that will publish.  This is because “parent-of” is an outgoing link.   Order of 
categorized elements must be specified in MEC. 

 

2.3.7 Create a user guide for web-based authors 

You can create a method authoring guide that contains only section 3 Author 
method elements with DOORS Next, relevant to web-based method authors. You can 
describe specific information about your authoring environment, such as the folder 
structure, artifact templates, views, and streams. 

2.4 Structure your library 

Organize your library into plugins, where each plugin is defined and maintained in either 

MEC or DOORS Next. 

Most capabilities in MEC are now supported in DOORS Next.  A notable exception is area 
maps, these must be added via contributing elements in the MEC Eclipse client. 

For a complete list of supported elements and attributes, see the Appendixes. 

If you use MEC to complete your authoring work, you should place such elements in 
separate plugins from those authored in DOORS Next. 
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2.5 (Optional) Import elements from MEC to DOORS Next 

You can import existing content from MEC to DOORS Next. 

Important 

When you move content from MEC to DOORS Next, it should be done in two stages. 

The first stage is to move the elements and links.  The second stage is to move the 
rich text. 

This is because import failures can occur when you import rich text. You only have 
one chance per project area to create an element in DOORS Next with a given ID. If an 
element fails to import when it is first created, you cannot import it again. 

To import the content, complete these steps: 

1. Start MEC and open your library. 

2. Export one or more plugins to ReqIF by clicking File > Export > ReqIF. 

If you are exporting a plugin for the first time or if new elements were added in MEC 

since the last export, complete the export steps twice.  

a. During the first export, clear the Export with rich text content check. 

 

Figure 8: First export 
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b. For the second export select the Export with rich text content check box, 

and export to a different directory than the first export. 

 

Figure 9: Subsequent exports 

 

If the plugins were previously imported in DOORS Next and no new elements were 

added in MEC since the previous import, then do only one export and select the 

Export with rich text content check box. 

3. Import the content in DOORS Next. 

Use Create > Import Artifact > Import requirements from a ReqIF file to import 

the ReqIF files.  Important considerations: 

• Always import into the top level folder of DOORS Next, so that the top level 

folders are the plug-ins.  For all other options, use the default values. 

• If you exported two ReqIF files, import the first exported ReqIF file followed 

by the second.   

• For more information, see Importing artifacts from ReqIF files to a 

requirements project or component.  

DOORS Next sometimes fails to import elements and the following error message appears: 

Error importing artifact - ReqIF ID xxx. 

The cause of this error is HTML incompatibility. To resolve this error, complete these steps: 

1. Identify the problem element IDs from the DOORS Next import error messages. 

2. Identify the problem element in MEC by using the ID in step 1. 

Use one of the options to identify the element: 

• Quickest but less reliable option: 

https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSYMRC_7.0.0/com.ibm.rational.rrm.help.doc/topics/t_import_reqif.html
https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSYMRC_7.0.0/com.ibm.rational.rrm.help.doc/topics/t_import_reqif.html
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a. In MEC, click Search > Search. Click Method Search. 

b. Copy the ReqIF ID from the error message into the Text field. 

c. Click Search. 

This option helps to find all elements that contain the ReqIF ID.  

However, the search results might include extra elements (elements 

that reference the problem element). 

• Reliable but less quick option: 

a. Export a report of IDs and element names.  Click File > Report, note 

down the file name, and then click Finish. 

b. Open the file in a spreadsheet application such as Microsoft® Excel. 

c. Search for the ReqIF ID to find the problem element.  

3. For each problem element, you can use one of the following options: 

• Change the rich text in MEC so that it is compatible with DOORS Next. 

• Move the problem element to a different plugin, to exclude it from the ReqIF 

export. 

• Fix the element manually in DOORS Next. 

To manually fix an element in DOORS Next, complete these steps:  

1. Navigate to each of the problem elements in MEC. 

2. Copy the rich text content in DOORS Next. 

3. Manually fix hyperlinks and images. 

 

 Note 

If an element does not have a presentation name, the name of the element in DOORS Next 
is defined as [mecFilename]. After reimporting element to MEC, the presentation name of 
the element is set to blank. 

For example, a contributing role with name system_engineer.assign_workproduct adds a 
relationship from a system engineer role to a work product it is responsible for. These 
contributing elements do not have presentation names. If you import the contributing 
elements in DOORS Next, the file name in DOORS Next is 
[system_engineer.assign_workproduct]. When you reimport the element back in MEC, the 
element has the same file name with no presentation name. 

 

2.5.1 Limitations when importing elements from MEC to DOORS Next 

Some limitations when you import elements from MEC to DOORS Next are: 

1. Loss of information  

Unsupported attributes and link types are deleted when you import elements from 
MEC to DOORS Next. For example, a Discipline category in MEC can have an 
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associated workflow. This association is not imported in DOORS Next. For more 
information about attributes and links that can be imported and how they transform 
in DOORS Next, see the Appendixes.  
  

2. Unsupported HTML 

Some HTML syntax are not imported and might causes errors. Examples are: 

a. JavaScript 

b. Area maps 

c. Complex tables 

 

3. Plugin attributes 

Only the plugin name is preserved when you import a plugin in DOORS Next. All 

other plugin attributes (such as isSupporting) and links (copyright and referenced 

plugins) is not transferred to DOORS Next. However, when you reimport the plugin 

from DOORS Next to MEC, and select the Element level merge check box, these 

unsupported plugin attributes, and links are preserved in MEC. 

 

4. Category attributes 

Category attributes Include elements of type and Query are imported to DOORS Next, 

however, the Include elements of type attribute is converted to an equivalent query 

string and prepended to the Query attribute.  This preserves the behavior, but not 

the format. 

 

5. URL Attachments 

The URL Attachment attribute is not yet supported. This attribute is used in MEC to 

specify a template, example, or whitepaper by specifying a URL instead of a file 

attachment. It is mapped to the URL Attachment link type, which is available in 

DOORS Next but does not get imported to MEC. 

 

6. Relative links to files 

Relative links to files, such as <a href="./resources/template.docx">Template</a>, 

become plain text, such as Template. 

 

7. Graphics or file attachments with the same name 

If there are multiple graphic files or file attachments in the MEC library that have the 

same name, only one is imported in DOORS Next. All the references to those 

elements (graphic files or file attachments) become references to the file or 

attachment that is imported. 

 

8. The IBM Practices library 

The IBM Practices library is not yet rearchitected for authoring in DOORS Next. The 

specific issues are: 
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a. Element types, attributes, relationships, and HTML not supported by DOORS 

Next are not yet separated into separate plugins.  

b. Slot presentation names must be changed to avoid using the naming 

convention that is used to indicate that the presentation name should be 

blank.  

 Note 

Most of the IBM Practices plugins import successfully in DOORS Next, except the 
supporting material element introduction_to_openup used in the plugin 
umf.publish.tech.sw.openup.base .  The import fails due to complex area maps in the 
element). 

 

9. Reimporting in DOORS Next after making changes in MEC 

In general, we recommend to import elements in DOORS Next only once, and 

afterwards use DOORS Next for all changes.  If you do decide to reimport elements 

in DOORS Next, consider the following points: 

a. If you rename the plugin or folder in MEC and reimport them in DOORS Next, 

the folder is not renamed in DOORS Next. 

b. If you remove links in MEC and reimport the elements, the links are not 

removed in DOORS Next. 

c. If you delete an element in DOORS Next you cannot reimport that element 

from MEC. 

2.5.2 Additional changes to HTML syntax 

Additional changes that might happen to HTML syntax when you import the content from 

MEC to DOORS Next and back to MEC for publishing are: 

• Links that use class="elementLinkWithUserText" are changed to 

class="elementLink" (which synchronizes the link name to the method element 

presentation name) 

• HTML links to elements that are not present in the export set become plain text 

• Spaces in <a> tag id attribute are replaced with underscores. For example, <a 

id="Identify Risks"></a> becomes <a id="Identify_Risks"></a>). 

• Tag <u> becomes <cite style="text-decoration:underline"> 

• Image (img) width and height attributes are removed 

• The &copy; and &#169; characters become the copyright character (©) 

• The &trade; and &#174; characters become the registered trademark character (™) 

• The &nbsp; character is converted to regular space 

• Tables might get formatted differently 

• List and list item attributes are removed 
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• HTML attributes that are not supported by DOORS Next are removed 

For example, the name attribute of the <a> tag is removed. The list of attributes that 

are removed is specified in the file: 

{userDirectory}\MEC\ReqIF_Resources\utility\unsupportedAttributeListing.txt. 

3 Author method elements with DOORS Next 

It is easy to author method elements with DOORS Next, if you follow the guidelines. Do not 
use the following DOORS Next features for authoring: 

• Modules and collections 

• Diagrams (although you can use bitmap images that are created from diagrams) 

• Customization of artifact types, attributes, attribute types, link types, and link 
constraints 

• Embedded artifacts 

3.1 Create elements 

When you create new elements, consider using the template defined for the element type 
(or subtype in case of a checklist).  The templates include predefined headers for each of the 
rich text attributes supported by the MEC Eclipse client.  For example: 

• All elements: the heading 1 style Main Description indicates text that goes into 
the Main Description rich text attribute. 

• In tasks: a heading 1 section named Steps contains heading 2 style sections that 
become steps. 

The use of templates is optional – any text that can’t be mapped to a rich text attribute will 
be appended to the Main Description attribute. 

Some considerations: 

• Changing the header of element type 

Different headers apply to different element types. If you change the element type, 
ensure you change the headers to match the new element type. If there are 
unrecognized headers after you import the elements to MEC, the text in those 
sections is appended to the main description. 

Most headers are the same across subtypes, but there are some exceptions. The 
most obvious exception is Checklist subtype because it has unique headings for the 
check items. Hence, Checklist subtype has its own artifact template. If your 
organization has created additional subtypes, your environment could include 
artifact templates for these subtypes. 

• mecFilename attribute 

The mecFilename attribute is optional. If you specify this attribute, this is the name 
that MEC uses for the element file name when it is imported in MEC. If you do not 
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specify the attribute, MEC attempts to create a valid windows file name from the 
title of the element by removing invalid characters. 

3.2 Create Work Breakdown Structure modules 

Work breakdown structure (WBS) modules are used to define hierarchical activity/task 
structures, referred to as “Delivery Processes” and “Capability Patterns” in the MEC Eclipse 
client.  WBS modules can be used in the MEC Eclipse client to create corresponding IBM 
Engineering Workflow Management (EWM) work item templates. 

The WBSType attribute is optionally used to distinguish between: 

 “Capability Pattern” – a reusable process building block; or 

 “Delivery Process” – a complete process for a particular type of project. 

If the attribute is not set, MEC will assume “Capability Pattern”. 

 

The above screenshot highlights the key features of authoring a WBS: 

1. The first artifact (section 1) has the title and rich text used in MEC for the delivery 
process/capability pattern.  By convention the title of the module and the first 
activity should match. 

2. All elements should be children of section 1, or lower in the hierarchy. 

(Sections numbered 2 or lower will be ignored.) 

3. The “Optional” attribute indicates if the task or activity is optional.   
Unlike in the MEC Eclipse client, when the same task or artifact is included in 
multiple modules or twice in the same module it must have the same optionality 
value, since the value is stored on the base artifact and not in the module. 

4. The “Depends on” link (which is called “Predecessor” in MEC) is used to indicate the 
sequence of activities and tasks.  It corresponds to the “Depends on/Blocks” link 
type in EWM.   
Links of this type must be module artifact links to a sibling in the same module.  
Links to parents, children, cousins, base artifacts, and other module’s artifacts are 
not valid.  Avoid circular dependencies. 

These links can be created by opening the same module in two windows and 
dragging and dropping artifacts from one window into the “Depends on” column of 
the other. 

https://www.ibm.com/docs/en/elo-mc/7.6.0?topic=exporting-work-item-templates
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5. The “Activity Type” attribute can be optionally specified to indicate if the activity is 
an iteration, phase, or milestone.   

6. The “Extends” link is used to include WBS substructures from other WBS modules at 
publishing time.  You can chain extends links (A extends B which extends C).  Avoid 
creating circular references.   

The “Extends” link is the correct way to repeat an Activity in the same or in different 
WBS structures.  Directly adding the same base artifact multiple times in the same 
module or adding it directly to multiple modules can have unexpected 
consequences.  

7. The “Of Work Item Type” link type can be optionally used to assign a work item type 
for EWM work item template generation.  The work item type element must be a 
work product with the mecFilename attribute set to the name of the work item type 
in EWM.  For example, if the mecFilename is 
com.ibm.team.workitem.workItemType.task, then the work item generated in EWM 
will be a task.  For tasks, this link has to be assigned on the base artifact.  For 
activities, it must be assigned on the module artifact. 

Some restrictions from the MEC Eclipse model: 

1. You cannot extend the top-level activity of a Delivery Process.   

2. Tasks cannot have children.  

3. Artifact types other than Activity and Task are not permitted. 

4. Activities cannot be published on their own, only as part of a module.   

5. Never link directly to an activity, but only to an activity within a specific module. 
For example, a custom category can have a “Parent of” link to an Activity within a 
module.  It should not link directly to the base artifact.  This rule also applies to links 
in rich text. 

6. Avoid module links other than those listed above.  For example, a module link from 
a task to a performing role or output work product is not valid.  Such links must be 
specified on base artifacts only.   

7. To include a WBS structure within a Custom Category, you can either apply the 
parent-of link to the module, or to the first activity within the module. The results 
will be the same. 

3.3 Editing rich text 

By default, all rich text imports into the Main Description in MEC.  If you wish to populate 
other rich text attributes, you can use artifact templates to ensure you have headings that 
map to rich text sections in MEC.   These artifact templates use Heading 1 and Heading 2 
styles to match rich text sections, so your own headings in rich text should start at Heading 
3.  When you edit the rich text, ensure the following: 

• Do not modify the headings, as the text might not get correctly imported in MEC. 
Sections with unrecognized headers are imported into the main description 
attribute. 
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• Do not embed artifacts (including artifacts of format Diagram), as this information is 
not correctly imported in MEC. 

Tip 

If you aren’t sure what headings to use for a subtype, such as Deliverable (which 
doesn’t have an artifact template), create an element of that subtype in MEC. 
Populate the rich text attributes for the element and import the element in DOORS 
Next to see the headings that are created. You can also optionally create another 
artifact template from the imported element. 

3.4 Images 

You can insert bitmap image files such as .png, .jpg, and .gif files into the rich-text editor. Use 
the artifact type as Resource for all images (it is the default element type for uploads). 

You can also create diagrams by using DOORS Next. To include a DOORS Next diagram in 
MEC, you must save the diagram as a graphic file (such as .png). Insert that bitmap image 
into the rich-text section where you want the file to appear. 

3.5 Links 

Views are provided for each element type to make it easy to see links and to add new links 
using the drag and drop feature. To create a link, open the view for each element type in 
side-by-side browser windows and drag and drop to add links. 

Decomposition (parent-child) vs Refers links 

If you want a linked element to appear as a child in the treebrowser table of contents in the 
published website, use the decomposition (parent-child) links. There are some minor 
exceptions to this rule. For example, decomposition link is used for the containment of 
artifacts inside deliverables, but MEC publishing does not show this in the treebrowser. If 
you want a link to an element, use the refers link. 

Category elements use decomposition links, as categories are used to create the 
treebrowser. For simplicity, link constraints prevent categories from having refers links.  
MEC allows some category types to have extra relationships than decomposition but the 
DOORS Next MEC template does not support these relationships. If you import a ReqIF file 
with categories that have extra relationships, an error is reported and the link is not 
imported. 

There are some additional considerations:  

• Ensure you have a hierarchy of top-level folder dependencies 

In MEC, top-level folders become plugins. MEC warns about cyclical dependencies 
between plugins, which indicate that elements in one top-level folder cannot have 
both incoming and outgoing links to another top-level folder. 

You can avoid circular dependencies by defining folder dependencies in layers so 
that the elements in higher layers can link to elements in any lower layers. 
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 Note 

MEC considers the Decomposition Parent of link to be an outgoing link (opposite 
to how DOORS Next refers to the link). 

 

• Use preferred link types whenever possible 

Preferred link types for an element type are the most commonly used MEC outgoing 
links for that element type. By using the preferred links from higher layer folders or 
plugins to lower layer folders or plugins, you are certain of the link direction and 
avoid circular dependencies. 

 

 Note 

Variability links (contributes, replaces, extends, selectively replaces) are not 
included as preferred links, because most users don’t need them. Change sets 
provide a more comprehensible way to achieve variability. If you want the 
variability links to be readily accessible, you can add them as preferred links. 

 

• Check the MEC import log files or DOORS Next dashboard widgets  

Link constraints enforce most of the rules that MEC enforces, but not all. If you 
install the MEC report widgets on your DOORS Next dashboard, you can see invalid 
link combinations that are not enforced by link constraints. You can fix the invalid 
link combinations before importing them in MEC. Some examples of invalid link 
combinations that are displayed in the reports are as follows: 

o A Guidance of subtype Template can have a refers link to a resource (for 
example, a Microsoft® Word template file). But, guidance of subtype 
Checklist cannot have a refers link to a resource. 

 

Figure 10: Widget displaying an invalid link combination 

o Domains can have only decomposition (parent to child) links to work 
products or other domains. Similarly, most of the category subtypes, except 
for Custom Category, are similarly restrictive in MEC. 
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Invalid links are reported in the log file and then discarded during import in MEC. 
The following link errors are not yet addressed by the reports, and are discarded by 
MEC: 

o Cyclical decomposition links 
For example, A has a decomposition of B, which has a decomposition of C, 
which has a decomposition of A. 

o Artifact that is a child of multiple parent artifacts 

o Variability links between elements of different subtypes 

3.6 Selection Query 

Categories have a selection query attribute.  You can use this to automatically include 
elements of a given type, tag, plugin, or combination, and AND/OR logical combinations. 

For example:  

“OR{type is SupportingMaterial,tag is approved}” 

This query selects all elements of MEC type SupportingMaterial and with the MEC tag of 
“approved”. 

3.7 User-defined types, attributes, and relationships 

As of MEC 7.6.2, provided that MEC user defined types, attributes, and relationships have 
matching definitions in DOORS Next, they can be imported/exported.  See the appendix for 
details. 

The MEC Project Template for DOORS Next assumes the following user-defined link types 
are present in the MEC Library.  

• Standard Mapping (Mapping/Maps to Standard): 

If a standard’s requirements are specified using Task and Work Product types, then 

you can using this link type to map the standard elements to defined process 

elements in MEC (typically also Tasks and Work Product type elements). 

• of Work Item Type (of Work Item Type/Types): 

An Activity or Task can be linked to a work product that defines a Engineering 

Workflow Management (EWM) work item type.  This information can be used by 

MEC to generate work item templates.  The mecFilename attribute of the Work 

Product must match the ID of the Work Item Type in EWM.   For example, if a work 

product has mecFilename is com.ibm.team.workitem.workItemType.task, then any 

tasks or activities linked to it via “of Work Item Type” will be of type Task as defined 

in the Automotive Compliance EWM process template. 

See Integrating Engineering Method Composer and Engineering Workflow 

Management for more information. 

• Role Approves Work Product (Approves/Approved By): 

This link means that the role is responsible for approving the work product. 

https://jazz.net/library/article/93860
https://jazz.net/library/article/93860
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3.8 Unsupported artifact types and attributes 

Some artifact types, attributes, and links are included in the MEC project template but are 
not yet supported by the import or export function in MEC. These artifact types and 
attributes are retained in the template to provide visibility and feedback for future plans. 
The following artifact types, attributes, and links are not supported: 

• Artifact type: Plugin 

Store information associated with the MEC plugin, including the IsSupporting flag, 
and the copyright link.  

• Attribute: Sort Order 

Specify how elements in a category should be sorted (such as alphabetically). 

• Link type: URL attachment 

Attach a template, example, or whitepaper by specifying a URL instead of a Resource 

file attachment through the refers link type).  

If you have elements that require these attributes, you should move them to a plugin 

maintained only in MEC, and do not import or export these attributes in DOORS Next. If you 

use a requirement type that is not recognized by MEC, it is converted to a Supporting 

Material element when imported to MEC. 

4 Exporting elements from DOORS Next to MEC 
You must export all your elements from DOORS Next into MEC before you publish your 

method website. 

4.1 Ensure you have the correct version of MEC 

Ensure that you have MEC 7.6.2 installed and have added Interim Fix 7 or later. 

Method Composer and the latest interim fix can be downloaded from Jazz.net. 

If you use any of the following link types in DOORS Next, then you will need to create 

corresponding user defined type definitions in your MEC library. 

4.2 Preparing the MEC library 

If you use any of the following link types in DOORS Next, then you will need to create 

corresponding user defined type definitions in your MEC library. 

• Standard Mapping (Mapping/Maps to Standard) 

• of Work Item Type (of Work Item Type/Types) 

• Role Approves Work Product (Approves/Approved By) 

To add these types to your MEC library: 

1. Open the library 

https://jazz.net/downloads/method-composer
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2. Create a subfolder “configurations” if it doesn’t already exist. 

3. Download the file user_defined_types.xml. 

4. If this is a new library, copy the file user_defined_types.xml into the configurations 
folder. 

5. If this is an existing library, then: 

a. If there is an existing user_defined_types.xml file present in the configurations 
folder, merge your user-defined types with the type definitions provided by 
the downloaded user_defined_types.xml 

b. Otherwise, copy the file user_defined_types.xml into the configurations folder. 

6. Open or reopen your library to refresh the type definitions. 

4.3 Process for exporting elements 

To export elements, complete these steps: 

1. Create a view that contains all the elements you want to export. 
In general, you should always export the whole library, or plugins, as shown in the 
figure below, otherwise you might lose links. The detailed process is described in 
the guide later. For more information about creating views, see Filters and Views. 

 

Figure 11: Creating a view for whole plugins 

2. Export elements to a ReqIF file from DOORS Next.  

To export elements to a ReqIF file, complete the following steps: 

a. Create a ReqIF definition. 

If you want to reuse an existing ReqIF definition, ensure it has all the 
elements that you want to export. For example, if you reuse a ReqIF 
definition created by an import, you must add any new elements that were 
created in DOORS Next since that import occurred. If you import elements 

https://jazz.net/library-content/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/user_defined_types.xml
https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSYMRC_7.0.0/com.ibm.rational.rrm.help.doc/topics/c_filter_view_req_artifacts.html
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into DOORS Next more than once, the ReqIF definition is not updated in 
subsequent imports in DOORS Next. 

b. Select both the Include Links and Include Folders check boxes. 

c. Add all the elements from the View created in Step 1. 

d. Export the ReqIF definition. 

e. Download the ReqIF file. 

For more information about exporting the ReqIF files, see Exporting artifacts from a 
requirements project or component into ReqIF files.  

3. Back up your MEC Library. 

4. Import the ReqIF file into your MEC library, by click File > Import > ReqIF. 

If you import into workspace-based libraries, you will be prompted for the folder 
where configurations are to be stored.  Since configurations cannot yet be 
represented in DOORS Next, you can choose any folder and it will have no import on 
the import. 

You can use any one of the following options when importing elements: 

• Override existing method library content 

This option replaces the imported plugins completely. Any links to elements in 
other plugins are deleted. Plugin attributes, except for the name, are deleted. 

• Merge imported content (element level merge) 

This option adds new elements, replaces existing elements, but does not delete or 
move any elements. Links from the imported plugins to elements in other plugins 
are preserved. Links between elements in the imported plugin set are replaced by 
the imported links. Also, the plugin attributes are preserved. 

It is recommended to always use the Merge imported content (element level merge) option, 
and manually delete any elements that were deleted in DOORS Next. Also, manually move 
any elements that were moved in DOORS Next. 

The above options are further discussed in the following sections. 

You can ignore the settings of the check base plugins option. This option addresses the 
situation where links refer to missing elements, which does not happen if the links are 
exported from DOORS Next. 

The following changes happen to the elements during the export process: 

a. Hyperlinks 

Hyperlinks between elements have the attribute “class=’elementLink’” added to 
the hyperlink. This ensures that the link name is automatically updated by MEC 
to match the element name. 

b. Name 

https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSYMRC_7.0.0/com.ibm.rational.rrm.help.doc/topics/t_export_reqif.html
https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSYMRC_7.0.0/com.ibm.rational.rrm.help.doc/topics/t_export_reqif.html
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If the DOORS Next mecFilename attribute is not set, the name of the element is 
used. MEC attempts to create a valid windows file name by removing angle 
brackets and other invalid characters. 

c. Presentation name 

If the name in DOORS Next is surrounded by square brackets, the presentation 
name in MEC is set to blank. This is a recommended practice for contributing 
elements (elements with a Contributes to link), as they must not have a 
presentation name. 

d. Images 

Image resource elements become files in the resource subfolder of the elements 
they are embedded in. If one image is embedded in elements of different types 
or subtypes, then two image files are created since there are two resource 
folders. 

4.4 Override existing method library content  

This option is generally not recommended because of the issues that are related to loss of 
information. However, you can use this option if all the following statements are true: 

• Everything in DOORS Next is exported 

If you export only a subset of the elements in DOORS Next, there is a risk of links 

getting deleted, since DOORS Next exports only links between elements in the 

export set. 

 

• Plugin attributes 

Your plugin elements in MEC have no attributes (such as, is supporting, copyright, 

referenced plugins, and presentation name), or you want to reassign those 

attributes after the import. 

 

• Custom category sequences 

You don’t have either any custom categories sequences defined, or you want to fix 

the order of elements in custom categories after import. 

The benefits of using this option are: 

• Deleted elements 

If you delete elements in DOORS Next that are in the MEC library, and don’t want to 

delete them manually in MEC, this option automatically deletes those elements. 

 

• Moved elements 

If you move elements between folders in DOORS Next, and you don’t want to move 

them manually in MEC to match, this option automatically moves those elements. 
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The plugins in scope are replaced on import, which means that the elements and links to the 
elements that are not present in the ReqIF file get deleted. Plugins that are maintained 
exclusively in MEC are preserved. 

Tip 

Do not use the Override existing method library content import option when you 
import a subset of plugins because links to elements in the plugins that are out-of-
scope are deleted. 

4.5 Merge imported content (element level merge) 

This is the preferred option for importing elements in MEC because it preserves links 

between plugins, plugin attributes, and category assignment order. Some points to be 

considered when you use this option are: 

• Export whole plugins only 

Ensure that all newly linked elements (both source and target) are included in the 

export set. If you are not sure about the plugins that must be added, export all the 

elements and plugins. 

• Dependent modules 

If you have “extends” relationships between activities in different plugins, both 

plugins must be included in the export set. 

• Deleted elements 

If you delete elements in DOORS Next, you must manually delete those elements in 

MEC after the import. 

• Moved elements 

If you move elements between folders in DOORS Next, you must manually move 

those elements in MEC after the import. 

• Deleted links to elements in other plugins 

If elements in different plugins were linked, and the link is deleted, then you must 

import both plugins together, or delete the link manually.  

• Deleted category links 

Links between elements in the imported plugin set are normally replaced by the 

imported links. Category links are the exception – category links that are deleted in 

DOORS Next must also be manually deleted in MEC. 

 

 Note 

• If an element is imported from DOORS Next, and an element with the 
same ID exists in the MEC library, MEC renames the MEC element to 
match it with the imported element’s mecFilename attribute. 
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• MEC creates plugins to reflect the DOORS Next folder structure, even if 
these plugins do not contain any elements (this might happen if all the 
elements are merged elsewhere).   

 

5 Complete authoring in MEC 
Currently, some things can only be authored in MEC.  These include: 

• Area maps 

Add these to a DOORS Next defined element by creating an element in 

MEC and using variability relationships (contributes, extends, replaces, 

extends and replaces) to add the area map.  The contributing elements 

should be placed in a separate plugin. 

• Ordering within categories 

The parent-child information from DOORS Next doesn’t have a specified 

order.   Order the children in MEC.  The order is preserved on subsequent 

imports. 

• Activity diagrams for WBS structures 

You can extend a capability pattern defined in DOORS Next with a new 

capability pattern defined in MEC and then add diagrams using MEC. 

• Activity/task descriptor attributes for “planned”, “repeatable”, “multiple 

occurrences”, “ongoing”, and “event-driven” 

The “planned” flag is set to true by default, the others to false, on import to 

MEC.  You can extend a capability pattern defined in DOORS Next with a 

new capability pattern defined in MEC, and then assign these attributes to 

activities using “local contribution” in MEC. 

Follow these steps to complete authoring in MEC: 

1. Delete any elements that were deleted in DOORS Next. 

2. Move any elements that were moved in DOORS Next. 

3. If there are new plugins or content packages, complete the following steps: 

a. Update configurations to include the new plugins or content packages 

b. Assign plugin attributes as applicable for the following attributes: 

• Copyright 

• Is_supporting 

4. If there are new dependencies between plugins, update the plugin references. 

To add new plugin references easily, you can use the Validate method library 
feature followed by the QuickFix feature. 
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5. If you have added new parent-child links in DOORS Next and the order of links is 
important, fix the order in MEC.  

6 Round-trip authoring 

Round-trip authoring (reimporting plugins from MEC in DOORS Next) is not recommended. 
After you import method content in DOORS Next, do all further modifications in DOORS 
Next and import the content in MEC only for publishing the content (not for further 
modification). 

If you reimport content from MEC in DOORS Next, the following issues might arise: 

1. Duplication of resource elements 

Resource elements created in DOORS Next, then exported to MEC and reimported in 
DOORS Next are duplicated. The ID of the resource element from DOORS Next is not 
stored in MEC, and MEC generates a new ID for the element. 

2. Location of elements in packages and plugins 

Importing elements from a ReqIF file doesn’t move the existing elements from one 
package to another. If you move the elements in MEC, you must also manually move 
them in DOORS Next.  

3. Deleting elements 

Importing elements from a ReqIF file in DOORS Next doesn’t delete elements or 
links that are not found in the import set. If you delete elements or links in MEC, you 
must also delete them in DOORS Next (or move them to an archive folder). 

4. Restoring deleted elements 

If you delete elements in DOORS Next, you can’t restore the elements by reimporting 
them by using the ReqIF file. This might lead to creation of links in DOORS Next that 
you cannot delete, and the links that get created are not imported correctly from 
MEC. You might see the following error:  

Import of this resource into parallel configurations is not supported. 

Similarly, if you delete a folder that corresponds to a plugin or package, you can’t 
reimport that plugin or package. If you try to reimport a plugin for which the folder 
was deleted, you might see the following error: 

A recreation operation would be necessary in this import. Recreation is not supported 
in Version 7.0. 

You can avoid these errors by putting the elements in a separate archive folder 
instead of deleting the elements. Using this option, you can retrieve the deleted 
elements, if required. 

7 Tips 
DOORS Next provides many features that are very useful for method authoring.  Here are a 

few. 
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7.1 Tailoring / Variants 

You can use DOORS Next streams to create and maintain variants of the process, such as a 
tailored version of a process for a specific project. The benefits of using this approach are as 
follows: 

• DOORS Next tracks the following changes: 

o Additions or deletions of elements 

o Modifications to text and links 

• You can use DOORS Next for reviewing and approving changes. 

This is a much easier means of creating variants than using the “contributes”, “extends”, 
“replaces” and “extends-replaces” relationships defined in MEC. 

If you enable configuration management in DOORS Next and make all your changes with 
change sets, when the base process changes, you can merge those changes into the tailored 
processes. Similarly, you can merge updated content from IBM, such as a new version of the 
Automotive Compliance solution library.  

7.1.1 Process for tailoring with DOORS Next 

Complete these steps to tailor a process with DOORS Next: 

1. Create a baseline that represents the base process that is modified or tailored. 

2. Create a stream for each variant or project that is tailored. 

3. Make the required changes by using change sets if you want to deliver them to 
multiple streams. 

4. Create a copy of the base MEC library and name it after the variant. 

5. Import the changed plugins into this copy of the library. 

6. Publish the variant process. 

If you want to change the delivery processes or change other unsupported elements, you 
must make those changes in the copy of the library and document those changes manually. 

7.1.2 Process for updating tailored processes 

If you change the base process and want to update the tailored process variants, complete 
these steps: 

1. Change the base process stream by using change sets.  You can also import the 
updates into a change set by using a ReqIF file. 

2. Make a new baseline of the base process stream. 

3. Deliver the change sets to other streams. For more information, see the merge 
features of DOORS Next. 

7.2 Link validity 

Link validity helps you to evaluate the impact of changes. 

https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/en/SSYMRC_7.0.0/com.ibm.jazz.vvc.doc/topics/c_cm_considerations.html
https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/en/SSYMRC_7.0.0/com.ibm.jazz.vvc.doc/topics/t_cset_deliv.html
https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/en/SSYMRC_7.0.0/com.ibm.jazz.vvc.doc/topics/t_cset_deliv.html
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For example, suppose you change the description of a work product.  If link validity is 

enabled, the associated role and task links are marked as “Suspect”.  After making a number 

of such changes, you can then look at the suspect links in a view, then mark the links as 

“Valid” or “Invalid”.   More about link validity. 

To enable link validity, you must have configuration management enabled, and then follow 

these instructions.   

7.3 Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) 

When MEC publishes to HTML, it uses CSS to customize the look and feel. 

Although DOORS Next does not support CSS natively, you can copy the rich text from DOORS 

Next into MEC in order to make HTML code level changes to add styles.  You can also use an 

online HTML editor such as the one at https://html-cleaner.com/ 

For example, adding bootstrap and custom styles to tables: 

<table class="table table-bordered table-condensed table-hover cke_show_border" > 

8 Appendixes  

8.1 Defining compatible user defined types, attributes, and relationships 

8.1.1 Overview 

To allow import/export of user-defined types, attributes, and relationships, there must be 

matching type definitions in both DOORS Next and MEC, as well as appropriate link 

constraints in DOORS Next. 

See the MEC Knowledge center for information on how to create user-defined types, 

attributes, and relationships.  

See the DOORS Next Knowledge center for the equivalent information on how to create 

artifact types, attributes, and links.  

To create a compatible artifact type in DOORS Next, you must: 

1. URI that matches the ID of the type definition in MEC (more on this later in this 

document). 

2. One and only one custom attribute: 

mecFilename attribute of type String, defined exactly as it is for all the other MEC 

project template types. 

3. Default artifact format: Text 

4. Icon that matches the filename of the node icon in the MEC user defined type 

definition 

https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSYMRC_7.0.2/com.ibm.jazz.vvc.doc/topics/c_linkval.html
https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSYMRC_7.0.2/com.ibm.jazz.vvc.doc/topics/t_linkval_enbl.html
https://html-cleaner.com/
https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSBSK5_7.6.0/com.ibm.rmc.help.doc/topics/t_create_custom_method_content.html
https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSBSK5_7.6.0/com.ibm.rmc.help.doc/topics/t_create_custom_method_content.html
https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/en/SSYMRC_7.0.2/com.ibm.rational.rrm.help.doc/topics/t_custom_artifact_attr_data.html
https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/en/SSYMRC_7.0.2/com.ibm.rational.rrm.help.doc/topics/t_custom_artifact_attr_data.html
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You can also define in DOORS Next an artifact template of the new type with headings that 

match the names of the rich text attributes in the MEC user-defined type. 

8.1.2 Modified type: Rich text attributes 

MEC allows you to add rich text attributes to existing types. 

For example: 

 <modifiedType id="org.eclipse.epf.uma.Task"> 

  <section id="com.ibm.mec.task.standard.mapping_expl" type="attribute" publish="true"> 

  <!-- This explains how a standard is met by the defined process --> 

   <name>Defined process</name> 

   <attribute id="com.ibm.mec.task.standard.mapping_expl" valueType="richText"> 

    <name>Mapping Explanation</name> 

   </attribute>     

  </section>    

 </modifiedType>  

This maps to a heading in the DOORS Next rich text, in this case, named “Mapping 

Explanation”. 

If a heading in DOORS Next rich text matches the name of a MEC richText attribute, in this 

case “Mapping Explanation”, then it will be imported into that  rich text attribute.   

8.1.3 Modified type: References 

MEC allows for new links to be added between existing types. 

For example: 

<modifiedType id="org.eclipse.epf.uma.Task"> 

  <section id="jazz.net-2Fns-2Fmec-23standardMapping" type="reference" publish="true"> 

   <name>Defined process</name> 

   <reference id="jazz.net-2Fns-2Fmec-23standardMapping" publish="true"> 

    <name>Mapping</name>  

    <oppositeReference publish="true"> 

     <name>Maps to Standard</name> 

    </oppositeReference>    

   </reference> 

  </section> 

  

 </modifiedType> 

   

This corresponds to a link type in DOORS Next with a URI generated from the reference ID 

as follows: 

• A prefix, “http://”  is prepended to the id. 

• Since “/” and “#” are not supported in XML attributes, they are encoded: 

o “-2F” becomes “/” 

o “-23” becomes “#” 

For this example: 

jazz.net-2Fns-2Fmec-23standardMapping  

becomes  

http://jazz.net/ns/mec#standardMapping 
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The link in MEC corresponds to the outgoing link direction in DOORS Next.  

MEC can use the same reference ID in multiple MEC types so that they map to a single link 

type in DOORS Next. 

8.1.4 User-defined types 

MEC can define new types.  For example: 

 <type id="jazz.net-2Fns-2Fmec-23WorkItemType" name="Work Item Type"> 

 <!-- This type is used to distinguish elements intended to become Jazz work item types --> 

  <rte_1>Main description</rte_1> 

  <rte_2>Not used</rte_2> 

  <rte_3>Not used</rte_3> 

  <rte_4>Not used</rte_4> 

  <rte_5>Not used</rte_5> 

  <rte_6>Not used</rte_6> 

  <rte_7>Not used</rte_7> 

  <node_icon>/udt_images/allocated-requirement.gif</node_icon> 

  <shape_icon>/udt_images/work_item_shape.gif</shape_icon> 

 </type> 

This maps to an artifact type in DOORS Next with URI 

http://jazz.net/ns/mec#WorkItemType per the URI mapping rules described previously. 

The default MEC “references” relationship maps to the “Refers” link type in DOORS Next.   

The headings in the DOORS Next rich text expected to match the values in rte_1, rte_2, and 

so on. 

The icon assigned in DOORS Next should be the Vision icon 

Note that user-defined types can also be modified types, so headings in the DOORS Next rich 

text are also checked against modified rich text attributes and additional link types. 

8.1.5 Icon mapping 

DOORS Next icon IDs are a fixed list that cannot be modified.  You should set your MEC icon 
filename to match the desired DOORS Next icon’s ID. 
The DOORS Next icon ID can usually be derived from the name of the icon by converting to 

lower case and replacing spaces with hyphens.  For example, “Allocated requirement” has 

ID “allocated-requirement”.  There may be exceptions – to be absolutely certain of the ID, 

you can create an element in DOORS Next that uses the icon, export to reqif, unzip the reqifz 

file, and search the reqif file for the icon-reference tag.  For example: <rm:ICON-

REFERENCE>http://www.ibm.com/rdm/images/allocated-requirement</rm:ICON-REFERENCE>. 

The filename used in the MEC node_icon tag must match.  For example: 
<node_icon>/udt_images/allocated-requirement.gif</node_icon> 

This matches a MEC node icon file with relative path name /udt_images/allocated-
requirement.gif to the “Allocated requirement” icon in DOORS Next. 

8.1.6 Unsupported 

MEC can add a file attachment attribute to user defined types or existing types that don’t 

have a file attachment attribute. 

For example: 
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<attribute id="com.ibm.mec.task.template" valueType="attachment"> 

    <name>Template Attachments</name> 

   </attribute>  

A mapping for this to DOORS Next is not yet supported. 

This will map to a “refers to” link in DOORS Next to an element of type resource and format 

file. 

Plain text attributes (valueType=text) and  enumeration attributes (valueType=choice) are 

not yet supported.  They may be supported in a future release if there is customer demand. 

URLs in attachment attributes are not yet supported. 

Reference section tables are deprecated. 

8.2 Mapping of MEC elements to DOORS Next artifact types 

8.2.1 Types 

MEC element 
type Type ID  DOORS Next  
CustomCategory org.eclipse.epf.uma. 

CustomCategory 
Category with attribute CategoryType set to 
Custom  

Method Plugin org.eclipse.epf.uma. 
MethodPlugin 

Top-level folder in a DNG project area. For 
attributes, an element of type Plugin in that same 
folder is used to store plugin attributes. Only one 
such plugin must be present.  
However, the Plugin artifact type is not supported 
for this initial release. 

Checklist org.eclipse.epf.uma. 
Checklist 

Guidance artifact type with attribute 
GuidanceType set to Checklist  

Concept org.eclipse.epf.uma. 
Concept 

Guidance artifact type with attribute 
GuidanceType set to Concept  

Guideline org.eclipse.epf.uma. 
Guideline 

Guidance artifact type with attribute 
GuidanceType set to Guideline  

Practice org.eclipse.epf.uma. 
Practice Practice  

Supporting 
material  

org.eclipse.epf.uma. 
SupportingMaterial 

Guidance artifact type with attribute 
GuidanceType set to Supporting material  

Template org.eclipse.epf.uma. 
Template 

Guidance artifact type with attribute 
GuidanceType set to Template  

Tool Mentor org.eclipse.epf.uma. 
ToolMentor 

Guidance artifact type with attribute 
GuidanceType set to Tool Mentor  

Whitepaper org.eclipse.epf.uma. 
Whitepaper 

Guidance artifact type with attribute 
GuidanceType set to White Paper  
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MEC element 
type Type ID  DOORS Next  

Resource file 
(such as an 
image) 
 
  

N/A Resource artifact type with format file. In MEC, 
the file is present in the resource subfolder of the 
type of element where it is referenced.  
Supported file types are: 
doc, dot, docx, dotx, pdf, zip, xls, xlsx, ppt, pptx, 
emx, mp4, dpa, hep, jpg, png, jpeg, and bmp. 
Other file types might also be supported. 

Role org.eclipse.epf.uma. Role Role  
Content 
package 
  

org.eclipse.epf.uma. 
ContentPackage 

Subfolder of a plugin folder, and optional artifact 
type ContentPackage for storing attributes.  

Task org.eclipse.epf.uma. Task Task  
Artifact org.eclipse.epf.uma. 

Artifact 
Work product artifact type with attribute Work 
product Type set to Artifact  

Work Product org.eclipse.epf.uma. 
WorkProduct 

Work product artifact type with attribute Work 
product Type set to appropriate subtype  

Term Definition org.eclipse.epf.uma. 
TermDefinition 

Guidance artifact type with attribute 
GuidanceType set to Term Definition  

Configuration   Not supported  
UserDefined   Create compatible type in DOORS Next as 

described in this guide.  
Tag    Not supported  
State    Not supported  
Deliverable org.eclipse.epf.uma. 

Deliverable 
Work product artifact type with attribute work 
product Type set to Deliverable  

Outcome org.eclipse.epf.uma. 
Outcome 

Work product artifact type with attribute work 
product Type set to Outcome  

Activity org.eclipse.epf.uma. 
Activity Activity artifact type included in a WBS module.  

Capability 
Pattern 

org.eclipse.epf.uma. 
CapabilityPattern 

WBS Module with WBS Type set to “Capability 
Pattern”.  

Delivery Process org.eclipse.epf.uma. 
DeliveryProcess 

WBS Module with WBS Type set to “Delivery 
Process”.  

Iteration org.eclipse.epf.uma. 
Iteration Activity with Activity Type set to Iteration.  

Milestone org.eclipse.epf.uma. 
Milestone Activity with Activity Type set to Milestone.   

Phase org.eclipse.epf.uma. 
Phase Activity with Activity Type set to Iteration. 

Role Descriptor org.eclipse.epf.uma. 
RoleDescriptor 

Generated from roles used by tasks in WBS 
modules.  
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MEC element 
type Type ID  DOORS Next  
Task Descriptor org.eclipse.epf.uma. 

TaskDescriptor Generated from tasks used in WBS modules. 

Work Product 
Descriptor 

org.eclipse.epf.uma. 
WorkProductDescriptor 

Generated from work products used by tasks in 
WBS modules. 

Package org.eclipse.epf.uma. 
Package Folder in DOORS Next.  

Estimation 
Consideration 

org.eclipse.epf.uma. 
EstimationConsiderations Guidance artifact type with attribute 

GuidanceType set to Estimation Considerations  
Discipline org.eclipse.epf.uma. 

Discipline 
Category with attribute CategoryType set to 
Discipline  

Discipline 
Grouping 

org.eclipse.epf.uma. 
DisciplineGrouping Category with attribute CategoryType set to 

DisciplineGrouping  
Domain org.eclipse.epf.uma. 

Domain 
Category with attribute CategoryType set to 
Domain  

Role Set org.eclipse.epf.uma. 
RoleSet 

Category with attribute CategoryType set to 
RoleSet  

Role Set 
Grouping 

org.eclipse.epf.uma. 
RoleSetGrouping Category with attribute CategoryType set to 

RoleSetGrouping  
Tool org.eclipse.epf.uma. Tool 

Category with attribute CategoryType set to Tool  
Example org.eclipse.epf.uma. 

Example Guidance artifact type with attribute 
GuidanceType set to Example  

Report org.eclipse.epf.uma. 
Report Guidance artifact type with attribute 

GuidanceType set to Report  
Reusable Asset org.eclipse.epf.uma. 

ReusableAsset Guidance artifact type with attribute 
GuidanceType set to Reusable Asset  

Roadmap org.eclipse.epf.uma. 
Roadmap Guidance artifact type with attribute 

GuidanceType set to Roadmap  
Whitepaper org.eclipse.epf.uma. 

Whitepaper Guidance artifact type with attribute 
GuidanceType set to White Paper  

Work Product 
Kind 

org.eclipse.epf.uma. 
WorkProductType 

Category with CategoryType set to 
WorkProductKind  
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8.2.2 Attributes 

MEC attribute Element types DOORS Next attribute Comment 

Name 
 
 
  

All element 
types, except 
resource 
artifacts and 
plugins  

mecFilename 
 
 
    

Brief description 
 
 
  

All element 
types, except 
resource 
artifacts and 
plugins  

Description 
 
 
    

Rich text attribute of 
<rich text attribute 
name> 
 
 
 
 
  

All element 
types, except 
resource 
artifacts 
 
 
 
 
  

Heading 1 style title with 
<rich text attribute name>. 
The text to be assigned is 
below the title and ends at 
the next heading 1 style or 
at the end of the rich text, 
whichever comes first.   

Presentation name 
 
 
  

All element 
types, except 
resource 
artifacts 
  

name 
 
 
  

Plugin name is ignored 
- the presentation 
name comes from the 
folder name in DOORS 
Next.  

guid  

All element 
types  system defined id    

filename 
  

Resource 
artifacts  

name 
    

is_work_product_slot  work products  IsSlot  boolean  

Shape icon, Node icon 
 
  

All element 
types, except 
resource 
artifacts   

Not supported for this 
release 
  

is_supporting 
  

plugins 
  

IsSupporting 
  

Not supported for this 
release  

Include_elements_of_ 
type  

Custom 
categories  

Selection query 
  

The type selection 
query is prepended to 
the Selection query 
attribute.  

query 
  

Custom 
categories  

Selection query 
    

attached URL 
  

Only applicable 
to examples, 
templates, and 
white papers  

urlAttachment link type is 
used to refer to external 
URLs 
  

Not supported for this 
release 
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MEC attribute Element types DOORS Next attribute Comment 

sort order 
  

Categories 
  

Sort Order 
  

Not supported for this 
release.    

 

8.2.3 Deprecated Attributes 

Deprecated MEC attribute Applicable element type 

version All element types, except resource artifacts 

change date All element types, except resource artifacts 

change description All element types, except resource artifacts 

authors All element types, except resource artifacts 

default_estimate task 

estimating_factors task 

manual_order_within_type practice 

work product states work product 

“planned”, “repeatable”, 
“multiple occurrences”, 
“ongoing”, and “event-
driven 

Activity, Task Descriptor 
 

 

8.2.4 Links 

Link constraints in the MEC DOORS Next template ensure that most links are valid when 

they are imported in MEC. However, DOORS Next cannot validate the subtypes. For 

example, Variability links, are valid in MEC only if their subtypes match. However, DOORS 

Next cannot check for this condition, except using reporting. 

The following sections show valid subtypes for Refers and Parent links. 

8.2.5 Valid Refers to links 

The following table shows a “X” for valid combinations of Refers links for purpose of 

importing elements from DOORS Next to MEC. Those marked with a “*” are permitted in 

MEC but are disallowed by the link constraints of the MEC DOORS Next template. You can 

modify the link constraints to allow these links, if you want to use the links. 
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 Checklist     X X   X X   X   X       X   

 Concept     X X   X X   X   X       X   

 Estimation 
Consideration     X X   X X   X   X       X   

 Example     X X   X X   X   X       X X 

 Guideline     X X   X X   X   X       X   

 Report     X X   X X   X   X       X   

 Reusable Asset     X X   X X   X   X       X X 

 Roadmap     X X   X X   X   X       X   

 Supporting Material     X X   X X   X   X       X   

 Template     X X   X X   X   X       X X 

 Term Definition     X X   X X   X   X       X   

 Tool Mentor     X X   X X   X   X       X   

 Whitepaper     X X   X X   X   X       X X 

Work Product     X X X X X X X   X X   X X   

Role     X X   X X   X   X       X   

Task     X X X X X   X   X     X X   

Category                                 

 Custom                                 

 Domain     * *   * *   *   *           

 Discipline     * *   * *   *   *           

DisciplineGrouping                                 

 Role Set     * *   * *   *   *           

 Role Set Grouping                                 

 Tool     * *   * *   *   *           

 Work Product Kind     * *   * *   *   *           

Practice                                 

Activity   X X X X X X X X X X  X X  

 

The refers links from Guidance elements to Resource elements correspond to file 

attachments. 

8.2.6 Valid Parent to Child decomposition links 

The following table shows the valid combinations of Parent links for importing elements 

from DOORS Next to MEC. 

 Note 

In MEC, an artifact can only have one parent artifact, but can have multiple 
deliverable parents. 
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Parent                                   

Work Product                                   

 Artifact       X                           

 Deliverable     X X X X                       

 Outcome                                   

                                    

Category                                   

Custom X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 

Domain     X X X X     X                 

Discipline                   X             X 

DisciplineGrouping                   X               

Role Set                               X   

Role Set Grouping                       X           

 Tool   X                               

Work Product Kind     X X X X                       

                                    

Practice X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 

8.3 Troubleshooting tips 

You might encounter some issues while importing or exporting elements between MEC and 

DOORS Next. You can use the following information to diagnose problems and take 

appropriate actions to resolve them:  

8.3.1 Import to DOORS Next 

• “CRJAZ0472I File exceeds one system limit on content files.” 

When you import a large library in DOORS Next, you might get this error message. 

To resolve this issue, you can increase the system limits on ReqIF file size. 

 

• “Could not parse ReqIF Package: BadRequestException: Could not find a valid ReqIF 

file in uploaded file.Exception Error: No reqif packages found" 

When the rich text that is exported by MEC has complex HTML syntax, it can disrupt 

the import application. An element in the IBM Practices library that has this 

problem: supporting material element “introduction_to_openup” in plugin 

umf.publish.tech.sw.openup.base (it has a complex area map). Exclude such elements 

from your export or simplify the HTML syntax. 

https://www.ibm.com/support/pages/attempts-import-large-reqif-file-dng-fails-crjaz0472i-file-exceeds-one-system-limit-content-files
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8.3.2 Import to MEC 

8.3.2.1 Error messages 

When you import ReqIF files in MEC, a folder (logs\import\ReqIF) is created in your library 
that contains error and warning logs. 

1. For element: <element name> Cannot process the link <link information> as 
linkType <link name> is not valid. 

For example: For element : 'Software architect role', Cannot process the link 
'Software architect role -> refer to -> Example Report' as linkType 'Role -> refer to -> 
Report' is not valid. 

This error message means that a relationship has been used in DOORS Next that is 
invalid according to MEC rules.  See the appendices for valid links. 

2. ReqIf does not contain any folders. Cannot process the ReqIf import. 

This error message will occur if the ReqIF file was exported from DOORS Next 
without the “folders” option select.  Re-export the ReqIF file with “folders” 
selected.  

3. Activities with section number 2 or higher is not supported in WBS structure. 
Activity <Activity Name> will be ignored. 

A WBS structure must have a single activity numbered as “1”.  All other activities 
and tasks must be children of that activity.  This is because activity “1” is a 
placeholder for the rich text of the WBS. 

4. Tasks cannot have children in the WBS structure. The element <Task Name> and it's 
hierarchy will be ignored. 

The MEC Eclipse model doesn’t permit tasks to have children. 

5. The type <Artifact Type> and it's hierarchy is not supported in WBS structure. The 
element <Artifact Name> and its hierarchy will be ignored. 
Only Activity and Task types should be included in a WBS structure. 

6. For element : 'ArtifactName', Cannot process the link 'sourceArtifactName -> 
Depends On -> targetArtifactName' as the linkType 'sourceArtifactType -> Depends 
On -> targetArtifactType' can only be associated to same module artifact.  Please 
provide a correct link for the element. 

The MEC Eclipse model doesn’t permit cross-module dependency links. 

7. For element : 'ArtifactName', Cannot process the link 'sourceArtifactName -> 
Extends -> targetArtifactName'.  A circular Extends is identified towards the 
extended element. Please correct the Extends relationship. 

“Extends” relationships have to have a starting point.  Circular extend relationships 
break that rule. 

8. "Feature 'variabilityType' not found". 
This can result from module links being used instead of base artifact links for links 
types such as Task Primary Performing Role or Task Output Work Product. 
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Errors that are silently ignored (no error or warning messages): 

1. Type and subtypes changes. For example, you can change a work product to a role, 
or change an artifact to a deliverable in DOORS Next. But when you merge them in 
an existing library where that element was previously imported, the type change is 
ignored, and the element is assumed to be whatever it is already set to in MEC. 

To fix this issue, create a new element in DOORS Next so that a different unique ID is 
used. After you import the element in MEC, you have two elements with the same 
name, but of different types, and you can delete the old one. 

2. Additional or invalid variability links 
An element can have only one variability link to another element. If there is more 
than one variability, MEC uses one of the links and ignores the other links. 

8.3.2.2 Rich text not importing or HTML tags displaying as text 

If you see <p> or other tags appearing as text, one possible cause is the use of heading 2 

within the rich text.   Heading 2 is reserved for steps. You should use heading 3 or lower 

heading styles in your rich text. 

Sometimes rich text does not import because of problems in the HTML.  You can copy the 

rich text from DOORS Next into another HTML editor, such as https://html-cleaner.com/ 

that allows you to see the HTML, clean it up, and then copy the rich text back to DOORS 

Next. 

8.3.2.3 Plugin or package renames on import 

Sometimes when you import a reqif file into MEC, the import fails to merge the plugin or 

package, and instead creates a new plugin or package.  This is because the plugin or package 

has had a new ID assigned in DOORS Next.  The cause of this is under investigation, but one 

possibility is that importing ReqIF can change a folder’s ID.  

This can be fixed by deleting the problem plugin and reimporting the ReqIF.  However, this 

will cause you to lose any MEC-only information, such as order of elements in custom 

categories, plugin copyright, and plugin dependencies.  To preserve such information, you 

can do the following: 

1. Preserve non-problem information 

a. Move all categories from the problem plugin to a new plugin ("Moved 

Custom Categories" plugin). 

This is so that sequence information can be preserved. 

Note that when moving categories, you need to: 

i. Fully expand all categories so that you can see all child categories 

ii. Hold down the cntrl key and multi-select each non-italicized 

category (italics means that the category is not in this plugin). 

https://html-cleaner.com/
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iii. Right click to select “Move”. 

iv. Move the categories to the “Custom categories” section of the new 

plugin. 

b. Export all plugins (including the new "Moved custom categories") EXCEPT 

the problem plugin using normal Method Composer plugin export (not 

ReqIF). 

c. Export the library configuration specifications (IMPORTANT – specifications 

only – no plugins exported in this step.) 

2. Create a new fixed library 

a. Create a new empty library 

b. Copy the file "configurations/user_defined_types.xml" to the new library 

using windows explorer, if it exists. 

You will have to create the configurations folder in the new library. 

c. Reopen the library. 

d. Import the problem plugin (or the entire library, whichever is easier) using 

ReqIF exported from DOORS Next. 

This will create a new version of the problem plugin that has the correct IDs 

(we’ll refer to this as “the New Plugin” in later steps). 

e. Delete all custom categories from the New Plugin (we will replace these in a 

later step). 

f. Import the plugins and library configuration specifications that were 

exported earlier. 

3. Final cleanup 

a. Move the custom categories from the “Moved Custom Categories” plugin to 

the New Plugin.   

b. Delete the "Moved Custom Categories" plugin. 

c. Re-add any plugin attributes to the New Plugin (such as copyright or “is 

supporting”). 

d. Fix the library configuration - make sure the new plugin is selected and that 

the view and category order is correct. 

e. Perform a library validation and quick fix any missing plugin dependencies. 

8.3.2.4 Filename collisions 

If you see elements with the same name, or see a suffix “renamed” on an element, then odd 
you may have specified the same mecFilename attribute on two or more DOORS Next 
elements.  This is an easy mistake to do if you copy elements that have that attribute 
assigned and forget to assign a new mecFilename. 

This appendix lists some issues you may run into, and how to fix them. 

8.3.2.5 ReqIF file doesn’t export 

Sometimes after deleting elements in DOORS Next, the ReqIF definition gets corrupted, and 

you can’t export a reqIF file.   
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The solution is to recreate the ReqIF file. 

To recreate a ReqIF file with all the elements in your library, do the following: 

1. Create a new ReqIF definition 
2. Add all elements from the MEC Elements view 
3. Remove the artifact templates from the ReqIF definition.  

8.3.2.6 Styles of table entries changes 

When editing tables in DOORS Next, DOORS Next can add styles to your rows that override 

CSS styles that you intended to apply to the table entries.  

To fix this, export the element using ReqIF, edit the HTML to remove the offending styles, 

and reimport to DOORS Next. 

 

 

 


